B-cell ontogeny in the chicken.
We conclude that our data are most consistent with the hypothesis that individual bursal stem cells give rise to multiple clones of B lymphocytes by a preprogrammed sequence of variable (V) region genes. The alternate hypothesis that each stem cell gives rise to one B cell expressing but one set of VH genes could only fit our data if the additional assumption is made that each stem cell is preprogrammed to give rise to an unique B-cell clonotype at a fixed time during development. Since we were unable to influence the pattern of expression of clonotypic diversity by modifying the exposure to antigens and since random somatic mutations would seem an inefficient mechanism for systematic generation of the diversity, we favor the possibility of a genetic mechanism involving an orderly pairing of germ-line VH and VL genes. The corollary of this hypothesis is that V-region diversity is generated first and Ig-class diversity is secondarily expressed within each clone by a switch mechanism for the sequential expression of CH genes.